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ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
Drawing remains a regular practice in the world of architecture. It allows architects and designers to 
analyze and understand an object in detail as manual drawings are produced. This process reveals 
small features, assembly, and spatial relation of object components which otherwise would have been 
overlooked.

This assignment specifically involves orthographic drawings of headphones and the production of 
sketches and drawings that are comprehensible from others’ point of view.

PEER DRAWINGS USING PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

PRELIMINARY SKETCHES
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FINAL DRAWINGS
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AXONOMETRIC

PLAN VIEW

ELEVATION 1

ELEVATION 2

SECTION 1
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PRECEDENT DRAWINGS
Using the Eames House precedent project from Studio I, orthographic sketches 
and technical drawings of   plans, sections, and elevations at 1/8” = 1’ scale were 
created using Adobe Illustrator.

PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

DIGITAL DRAWINGS
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DIGITAL DRAWINGS
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TRANSFORMATIVE EXPLORATIONS
This process transforms a part of the Eames House using digital manipulations to 
create a new object with different functions. Starting with the window of the Eames 
House, the object was manipulated in digital space to create a gate/kiosk placed 
into an urban context in an alleyway in downtown Calgary through render. 

TRANSFORMATION PROCESS

OUTCOME
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SITE MAPPING IMMATERIAL FLOWS:
SITE MODEL
Intangible features of a site East of the Shaganappi Golf Course were documented at various times of 
the day. Air temperature is not static and fluctuates throughout the day and a graphical representation 
of this feature was produced. This intangible feature was then made into a physical model to repre-
sent the data collected from the site. This allows a better understanding of the site through analysis of 
different data and communication through diagrams. 

AIR TEMPERATURE DATA

AIR TEMPERATURE MAP
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IMAGE MANIPULATIONS
Using simple functions of Photoshop in an algorithm, an image was manipulated repeatedly to pro-
duce a new image. This algorithm was then repeated to the same image using Illustrator and Rhino. 
The resulting image is then placed in an urban context as a building. 

ALGORITHM

00
Original Image

01              
Mirror 

02                 
Select Region > 
Rotate 90

03                 
Scale 75%

04                 
Select Region > 
Rotate 45

05                 
Move > Trim
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GRASSHOPPER 1:
VISUAL CODING AND ALGORITHMIC MANIPULATION
Using Rhino to create a pseudo-code from from simple geometries, Bjarke Ingels Group’s DONG 
site in Copenhagen was reproduced. Graphic diagrams of the pseudo-code shows the step-by-step 
process of Rhino features used to create the final shape. Grasshopper was then used to attempt to 
develop the same shape with adjustments made to the original pseudo-code. Variability was then 
developed by manipulating one component of the pseudo-code.

PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

 ORIGINAL PSEUDO-CODE + VARIATIONS
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VISUAL CODING IN GRASSHOPPER SURFACES
Continuing from the geometry created in Assignment 6, manipulations were made onto the surface in 
the form of perforations. Different perforation patterns were created using Grasshopper and an at-
tractor point. This pattern was then edited and further explored by using variation in size, shape, and 
number of perforations to produce and place multiple wall patterns into the Neue Gallery.

Variability

Pseudo-code
Marc Yap | Graphics I | Fall 2016

45

z
10

1. Surface 2. Divide surface.
U = 15
V = 10

3. Scale = 50% 4. Divide surface into six squares and 
two lists

5. Rotate scaled holes 45 degrees and 
move listed surfaces 10 units in z

6. Place attractor points 7. Establish relationship between
holes and attractor points using
distance

6.1 Attractor point location 
according to surface

6.2 Attractor curves

2.1 Divide surface
U = 5
V = 5

5.1 Transform scaled holes
into circles using surface
vertices as control points

Surface Manipulation
Part A: Visual Coding - Surface Articulations
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GRASSHOPPER 3: 
DATA DRIVEN ASSEMBLIES

Using an image, information was extracted in the form of red, brightness, and hue values to create a 
new geometrical form using a pseudo-code in Grasshopper. The initial pseudo-code was developed 
further to form variations in resulting geometry. The new forms were then manipulated and oriented 
along a 2-dimensional surface as a field condition and a 3-dimensional volume as a piece in a gallery.
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FABRICATION TOOLS 1:
MEASURED CONTEXTS
This exercise involved measuring the fourth floor studio space and documenting details through draw-
ings, revealing unseen details in an already familiar space.

PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

FINAL SPREAD
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ARTICULATIONS
Using the electrical outlet support beams in the fourth flooor studio, ornamental designs were created 
according to the three typologies of ornamentation: texture, pattern, and topology. 

PSEUDO-CODE

01 
Make surface (265” x 95”) with 19 x 53 grid.

02
Make pentagons using red values from image for 
radius

03 
Offset height according to image saturation 
values

04
Loft all geometries

RESULT
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DOCUMENTATION FOR COMMUNI-
CATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION
Using a peer’s design, fabrication drawings were produced to communicate the product and assem-
bly. These drawings are meant to show the relationship between parts, and how it’s situated into the 
site.

PRELIMINARY SKETCHES

FINAL CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION
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